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Snap Survey

My company’s manufacturing operations...

- Are still running at full capacity: 60.00%
- Have been slightly curtailed: 20.00%
- Have been substantially curtailed: 10.00%
- Are in the process of shutting down: 0.00%
- Have shut down: 0.00%

*Results collected 3/18-3/20/20
Snap Survey

If manufacturing operations are still running, what does your company anticipate will occur in the next two weeks?

- Manufacturing will remain at same level as of today or will increase: 10.00%
- Manufacturing will be slightly reduced: 25.00%
- Manufacturing will be substantially reduced: 20.00%
- Manufacturing will be shutdown: 5.00%
- Too early to tell: 25.00%

*Results collected 3/18-3/20/20*
Has your company devised contingency plans to continue operations in the event of a shutdown?

- Yes: 60.00%
- No: 40.00%
- Don’t know: 0.00%

*Results collected 3/18-3/20/20
Have any factory floor personnel been diagnosed with COVID-19 at this point?

- **Yes**: 3%
- **No**: 94%
- **Don't know**: 3%
Snap Survey

What policies has your company put in place to deal with the pandemic?

- Temperature checks of employees: 23.56%
- Limiting meeting size: 85.27%
- Working from home: 71.43%
- Social distancing: 93.30%
- Visitor questionnaires: 50.00%
- Business travel ban: 88.35%
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